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QUENCH 

That morning we changed our footwraps ready for the great trudge across the Sharp Desert. It is a strange 
land. We cannot go around as we must avoid the Festering Ocean, and there is no short way across, it is a perfect 
circle. Its centre is told to have been a hub of the inglorious ancient, where they turned sand into fire into glass. The 
centre will also kill and make sick all who go near, and so we must steer to one side and back again to cross safely. 
Our feet make music as it sticks into the cloth and falls down, tinkling. We will consume much rubber and canvas to 
cross it without infection, but we have spent many months preparing. For water. For protectives. For weapons. He 
told the Truth far and wide, and I sold my Old steel dagger that does not rust in exchange for these. I spent several 
days in search of inferior found glass blades which break, but the journey is more important. I keep strapped to my 
back my Elder Rifle which may still spell two deaths. We must cross the Sharp Desert in order to spread the Truth, 
to the great land to the South East. Our destination lies beyond the land and the great Clean Channel. 

We are over halfway across, having just refilled with precious water, for we cannot carry all that we need, 
and must rest ourselves beneath the harshness of the Paleblue sun. From my pack I take straight poles, hollow and 
light, but they break easily. On these I place the large white sheet unfurled. It is very patched, old fabrics fray easily. 
I contemplate and discuss this with the Proselytiser. He tells me that my thoughts are True. In far gone times they 
used to make their fabrics faster and cheaper and the cloth lost strength and life for it. This was another of many 
Truths of their Consumption, and He was pleased at my sadness and that I had stumbled upon it. He said this 
demonstrated I had the correct heart to be his guide and guard. 

With the fabric tied to the poles with New hempen rope we rest a while from the sun. I must empty my 
pack and lay out its strong Old plastic fabric to protect from scratches. We must sleep on this tonight after covering 
many more miles. 

He tells the Truth as we rest. It can never wholly be told. He tells me all that he knows, so that I know, and 
so that I can continue. Through many men and women the Truth can be spread, as no one person holds the Whole 
of the Truth. This Teller though, knows the Core Truth that moved us from Then to Now. He tells me parts, but 
will not tell me all until we are through the desert and he knows my mind and my soul. I could easily kill him, and 
must show that I am True myself. 

That night when we are exhausted and it is too dark to travel safely, we lie under the white covering again to 
sleep in case it rains. I lie on my side to avoid looking into the void of emptiness next to the shining light of 
Aldebaran, seen beyond the Paleblue sun and its nebula, closer than it should be to our eyes. The Proselytiser faces 
upwards with eyes wide, telling me of our lives as a glimmer, in a spark, in a moment, of an explosion. 

*** 

We are attacked by a creature in the night, waking me from my horrid dreams. It desires the Old fabric we 
rest upon; I awaken to find it melting the plastic fibres with its mandibular proboscis. We cannot let it have the 
cloth as it separates us from death and our journey cannot be stopped. It is a vast and corpulent thing. Low and pale 
to protect from the painful sun and rippling air. As I try to fend it off it becomes aggressive and rears, its legs 
scraping at me as I shuffle around for a glass blade. Panting and naked in the nighttime heat which reflects off the 
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desert, blinded by the night and only able to see the pallid mass, I must slice in desperation as it continues to 
consume our bed; all the while my Truth Speaker, my honoured Proselytiser sleeps. He is old, and this is why I am 
here. I cut and I stab and barely harm it. It stops attacking me as I continue to be ineffectual, still eating and eating. 
I look around me in the darkness, and finally I grab a thick glass rock from the sand. I take it in both hands and 
slam it down into the nape of its fatty chitinous neck. It dies instantly, our bed pock-marked with melted holes. My 
Truth Speaker awakens, and I tell him he is safe, we have food and that is what matters. 

*** 

We awaken under the heat of dawn and blinded by the glittering glass. I haul the pale thing onto the 
exposed ground and pour a not inconsequential amount of precious water into the hole, I drag it beneath the 
magnified light beneath a jagged lensing outcrop of glass-rock. The thing cooks from the inside out. We breakfast 
on its steamed innards, and I break portions of its covering into crude armour. It is light and strong, and should 
deflect a simple blade as it did with my own shards in the night. We bundle up our supplies and rework our 
footwraps, hoping the beast will settle in out guts. We drink purified water drops from a vial my Truth Speaker 
keeps around his neck, rarefied and amber. As we wander Southwards he Speaks. 

He tells me of the Old and far gone days, with caves of Steel which go deep. The caves were once as tall as 
the sky. Open. Titan. The once clean oceans moved and changed bringing new shores. All through the short history 
of our species we Warred and Consumed and Destroyed though we had time and skill to bring Peace and Share and 
Grow. The Caves of Steel are an artefact of Consumption and War and Destruction, leaving little for the Us of 
now.  

He asks my opinions and finds them agreeable. Though he needs my skills and protection he questions why 
I made War on my neighbours as a child. He asks why we do not strive to Share to make Peace. I say it is because 
there is never enough. I acknowledge we fought without thought until he showed us the Truth. He replies there was 
never enough, even for those Old who had all. 

As we make progress across the Sharp Desert He pauses in his sermon to tell me we are to stop at Swin. I 
react with laughter and tell firmly that we would be better walking West to Stol on the Festering Sea than East. It is 
an abode of some few hundred and is a violent place. The people there are unchanged of mind from Old, and their 
disease and anger at living so close to the poison epicentre is not wise to taunt with our tellings and relatively rude 
health. I try to state with authority as his Protector that this will be our course. Danger aside, it would add days to 
our journey back toward BorneMouth and to the Channel. We have not the precious water to do so but he insists. 
It was intended all along. He did not explain before as he knew I would resist. He would go without me, yet I am 
His guard and must follow in my duty. 

*** 
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As we walk I tell him my own Truth learned from my Mother. 

They coat their gums with desert glow UraPlot235, ejected from the Epicentre itself, rarest of gems once made by old and from 
Capital Caves. It poisons and kills but to those Cave dwellers of Swim it makes no difference. Once made as a holder of great power to 
enable War and Consumption and Destruction. 

He merely nods to acknowledge the Truth in what I say, but his mind does not change. It is reason more to 
teach them parts of the Core Truth. 

We have left my peaceful Northern Lands and our town behind. There its good sallow grass and sunken 
Pulse Trees keep the groundwater clean. There we are far from the Festering Sea which follows the Western Coast. 
We can shelter from the Paleblue sun within our houses of earthen brick. We grow bulbous and dense crops, 
though they take years to grow they are of prodigious size and feed many for months. We are safe there, isolated as 
we are by the very Sharp Desert that we cross. The Proselytiser came across it once in his youth, and told us the 
Core Truth and showed us his reliquary - a small Photo as was made many thousands of years ago sealed within a 
block of Old resin so that it does not rot. 

I contemplate that sermon deeply. I believed we must avoid those people hidden in the desert. Stay on our 
safe shore with all that can be kept. But if we do that, those who most need to hear the Truth would be made deaf 
by our absence. If they are deafened they may not hear when they need to most, and though it is unlikely, may fall 
into the Old paths where we cannot stop them. Better to bring them in to the shade. 

We must go to Swin and there He will Speak the Core Truth. To those with their poisoned gums and their 
polluted agony trapped in a cavern in a desert and who somehow do not starve. 

*** 

Later that day we crest a dune which cuts us as it flies from the vicious wind. Shielding our faces with plates 
I hewed from the pale creature's armour. We spy our destination in the distance. A swirling grey mass of fallen 
towers like the broken teeth of some colossal thing are bathed in an iridescence - rain from the sky which 
evaporates as it comes into contact with the invisible horror of ages past. Distant figures emerge as shadows in the 
dust. 

My noble elder spreads his arms wide and raises the reliquary. He lifts his plate so that he may be heard as 
his face is whipped raw by the sands. The Photo revealed is faded, but clear enough to illuminate the Core Truth. It 
shows the Family and The Woman who was The Astrophysicist who Tried to change their Old ways. It was She 
who discovered that which gazed stirringly at us. He showed us the whole of it written upon his skin with ink made 
of precious water and dust. Only the Core Truth can be written in this way, as it consumes much water and the ash 
to darken it poisons the skin. I remember as I listen how we sat in the shade of our safe houses listening until it was 
finished. The Truth Speaker before me told and tells again. In this, the twilight age of barren waste and scorching 
heat, the World is left unable to carry us any longer. This is plain to all, yet we may be able to live the Truth at last 
and share in it. If we try. 
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The Truth Speaker drops beside me as blood blooms from the front of his throat. 

I turn and spy behind me a figure from another ruined building. It is a low and base thing. It squats behind a 
ruin of wall worn smooth by eternal glass storms as it readies another bolt in its crude boe. I fall to the jagged 
ground, shards biting into my elbows, and pull my Elder Weapon from my back. Sighting down it's scratched and 
rusted scope - perfect convex glass - I squeeze it's trigger. It takes from the figure. I take. It lies dead. 

I roll to my back and pull up at my abdomen to sight back toward the distant apparitions which watched fro 
afar, the howling gale in my ears. They are gone. There is no movement and I am alone. A single bandit aimed to 
thieve and war with us. 

*** 

I take His pack and reveal the needle and the thread. I lay him out across the glass sand with eyes open and 
gazing at Aldebaran, the lake of Hali from where we are Watched. I raise my head and gaze myself through the clear 
sky and out, so that I feel as though I will fall upwards into the yawning void. I contemplate that the watchful eye 
and attention of the Thing was unknown throughout history. Until The Astrophysicist found It and was ignored. 
Even now with the dying sun and our world soon to grow cold and dull after this billion as a scorching waste they 
never look up. They kill the Truth of it, so they do not have to comprehend. We have always despoiled and ruined 
and fought each other to avoid gazing outward. If there was peace we would pause long enough to truly See, yet 
when challenged to look some would sooner War than Peace or else go mad. Yet I know of It. I too am mad. I seek 
to reveal the Truth as He did, and make them listen so that they are mad to live and to love not to kill and to 
destroy. To grow a great flower out of the soil of our fear, not a strangling vine from the wastes of our rage. This is 
the Core Truth. He was mad to know it and to teach. 

I take his water and measure some, mixing it with the glass dust of the desert. It shall scar me and shorten 
me, but it is the Trial which must be complete. The needle punctures my skin over and over as I drive it, until my 
skin speaks as His skin speaks. Last I puncture his wrists with thin glass and hollow needles from Old. His blood I 
drain into his water skin to mingle with the remaining water and drink deeply. Finally I am Quenched. His blood 
fills my stomach and moistens my lips. His precious water becomes my own and I am Him. 
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